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CHAPTER ONE 

Introduction 

For the past ten years many high-school foreign-language teachers 

have been using the audio-lingual approach. The strong emphasis on 

speaking and listening is thought to produce students with good to 

above average accents who are better able to comprehend what is said 

to them. In addition, it is assumed that students will be able to 

relate the sounds they hear to the printed word, thus learning a 

measure of phoneme/grapheme correspondence. One of the two most 

popular audio-lingual texts, 1 A-LM French, Level I (Harcourt, Brace 

and Jovanovich) provides drills to perfect students' pronunciation. 

The other series, Ecouter et Parler (Holt, Rinehart and Winston) 

attempts to accomplish the same objective by stressing in the 

teacher's manual those sounds which the teacher must emphasize when 

his students speak. Both series provide along with the text an 

extensive series of tapes recorded by native speakers. Thus, the 

student is provided with native models speaking at normal speed to 

1Mr. David Miller, a representative of Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 
stated that of the audio-lingual texts published by his company, the 
Ecouter et Parler series is the most popular. In addition, those 
schools not using Ecouter et Parler tend to use instead the A-LM series. 
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help him increase his listening comprehension. It is hoped that by 

using these tapes to reinforce the work of the teacher) the student 

will acquire good pronunciation habits through example and practice. 

Just how well do these methods work? How well does a student 

pronounce French after a given period of time--one year) for instance 

--of audio-lingual training? Which distinctions in listening compre

hension and oral production is he able to make and which are still 

troublesome to him? In sumJ which sounds are most difficult and 

which are easiest for him to learn during his first year of study? 

Both series provide rather thorough testing of listening compre

hension. Ecouter et Parler uses two types of tests: 1) the student 

hears a statement about a flashcard and must answer oui or ~J 

according to whether the statement is true or false; 2) the student 

having heard a question or statement must choose the correct response 

from the three choices printed before him. A-LM also uses two methods 

to test listening comprehension: 1) the student having heard an 

incomplete statement must choose which is the best of the four 

possible completions he hears; 2) the student having heard a state

ment or question must indicate which of the four possible rejoinders 

he hears is the correct one. But neither series has developed an 

examination covering such areas as discrimination between similar 

phonemes) phoneme/grapheme correspondence (except for dictation of 

familiar material)) correct pronunciation of French sounds) etc. 

The revised A-LM French, Level I has developed exercises dealing with 

these areas) but these are only exercises) not tests) and are neither 
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as comprehensive as they ought to be to cover all the above mentioned 

items, nor do they provide for extended oral production on the part of 

the student. There is no provision for testing mastery of those phones 

and phonemes stressed in the text. Nor is there any type of ranking 

in the teacher's manual indicating which sounds and phoneme/grapheme 

correspondences are likely to be most troublesome to the student. In 

addition, the editors of the texts appear to give equal weight to all 

sounds in the teacher's manual. Attention is called to points of 

pronunciation, but no comment is made as to how difficult these 

sounds are in relation to one another for the student. Consequently, 

it would be helpful for the teacher to have a guide as to what are 

likely to be the most serious pronunciation and comprehension problems 

of the student after a year of study. With this information he would 

be able to give added stress during the first year of French to those 

areas which he knows are likely to present problems for his students. 

Many other tests have been devised to judge a student's competence 

in listening comprehension and speaking. There are, for example, those 

created by Paul Pimsleur and those of the Modern Language Assocation. 

They are available for use after first and second year study and give 

the teacher a fairly accurate picture of how well his students are 

doing in comparison with all the other students who have taken these 

tests. But it is the author's feeling that although these tests do 

serve a definite need, they fail in several areas. 

First of all, they give no indication of exactly where the 

students' problems lie. A student may score in the thirtieth 

percentile on the speaking portion, but the test does not indicate 
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in just what way his speaking is objectionable or just where his 

pronunciation is at fault. In the same way, his listening compre-

hension scores are not broken down into specific problem areas; 

rather, an overall picture is given of the student's ability. 

Pimsleur says that his listening comprehension questions, " ... 

measure the student's ability to listen attentively, to distinguish 

individual French ... sounds in the context of a complete sentence, 

and to associate these s ound s with their written symbols."2 The 

individual French sounds, however, are not tested separately , so 

if a student misses a question it is not necessarily obvious just 

why he missed it. And associating sounds with written symbols can 

often be done by a student with familiar words, but many times he 

cannot generalize with unfamiliar material. Pimsleur tests familiar 

words, indicating that the students know or do not know these words, 

but not necessarily the phoneme/grapheme correspondences underlying 

them. Consequently, the teacher may be informed of the general 

area--listening or speaking--in which his students are weak, but 

he is given little idea from the test results as to just what 

specific faults the students have. 

Secondly, the tests available do not specifically test the 

competence of students taught by the audio-lingual approach. The 

tests are given both to students who have studied under traditional 

methods as well as to those who have studied under the audio-lingual 

method. Considering the stronger emphasis placed on pronunciation 

2Paul Pimsleur, Modern Foreign Language Proficiency Tests (New 
York, 1967). 
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and listening discrimination and the smaller vocabulary amassed at 

any given stage with the audio-lingual method compared with the 

greater emphasis on vocabulary and lesser emphasis on speaking and 

listening of the traditional method, it seems unwise to test students 

from both methods and expect the test results to be equally valid 

for both groups. This is especially true for the audio-lingual 

group. Since words, not nonsense syllables, are used on the tests, 

the audio-lingual student with his small vocabulary is put at a 

distinct disadvantage. 

Third, when a test does get down to specific sounds--as the 

Modern Language Association Test does in the testing of some sounds-

its scope is not broad enough; too few sounds are tested. 

It was felt, then, that a test of specific phones and phonemes 

in both the area of listening comprehension and that of oral prod

uction would be valuable for the above reasons. It was hoped that 

the results might serve as a guide to teachers as to what problems 

they might expect their students to have in both speaking and listen

ing. The intent was to rank the phones and phonemes causing the 

most trouble in the two areas so that teachers might be made aware 

of what sounds ought to be particularly emphasized in first-year 

French. 

As mentioned earlier, the two texts most often used by teachers 

of the audio-lingual method are A-LM French, Level I and Ecouter et 

Parler. Thus, the items on the test were chosen to coincide with 

those sounds particularly emphasized in these two texts. Since, 

however, the majority of students involved in the study had used 
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Ecouter et Parler as a text) its emphasis was considered primary in 

the development of the tests. Except where noted otherwise) all 

vocabulary used on the tests was well-known to the students. It was 

decided to give the test to students who had completed only one year 

of French because it is during this first year of study that the 

greatest emphasis is placed on listening and speaking. Thus) the 

tests' objectives can be narrowed down to finding out what listening 

and speaking problems are most prevalent among second year audio

lingual students) particularly those students who have used the text 

Ecouter et Parler. It is hoped that the test results will be appli

cable to students who have used any other audio-lingual text as well 

because of the scope of the items tested. The test results are 

intended to serve as a guide to specific listening and pronunciation 

difficulties. The results rank the most troublesome areas for the 

students who took these particular tests. It is felt that although 

the number of students who took the tests is rather small (sixty-five)) 

the results can still serve as a valid guide for the teacher. The 

test results are not intended to set norms for student proficiency 

at the end of a year of study or predict that a given class of 

students will find every pronunciation problem of the test group 

difficult for them. (It should) in fact) be noted that for some 

groups of students the ranking of certain items might be reversed 

when these items are close in the percentage of students having 

missed them.) Rather) it is hoped that a general picture of pronun

ciation difficulties will emerge which will be of some value to the 

teacher of audio-lingual French. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

Tests 

The tests were divided into two sections, oral discrimination and 

sound production, in order to better judge the students' ability in both 

areas. Part I--oral discrimination--was recorded by a graduate student 

in linguistics possessing native pronunciation and fluency in both 

languages so that the students would not be given any clues because 

of a change of voice on the tape. Part II--sound production--required 

that the students themselves record certain items. 

PART I--Test A-1 

The student was required in this test to distinguish between a 

correct French pronunciation and an anglicized pronunciation of a 

French word. Except for three words (which were not totally unfamiliar 

to the students) all items were taken from the students' text, Ecouter 

e t Parler. Consequently , the students were well acquainted with these 

words. The unfamiliar words (reve, sot, oignon) had to be used in 

order to test the students' ability to discriminate between pairs of 

phonemes which were not necessarily emphasized in their book but were 

felt to be important enough to include on the test. The choice of 

items was determined by the most typical mistakes the student might 

be expected to make in pronouncing French phonemes. Albert Valdman's 
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A Drillbook of French Pronunciation provided a basis for choosing 

the exact phonemes used. And, as mentioned above, items for testing 

were chosen on the basis of words used in the students' book. Types of 

items chosen included distinctions between aspirated and non-aspirated 

voiceless stops, abrupt and smooth onset of vowels, diphthongized versus 

non-diphthongized vowels, French and English /r/, etc. The test con

sisted of twenty words, each pronounced twice, in random order. One 

of the pronunciations was given in acceptable French; in the other, an 

English phone was substituted for the correct French one. As nearly as 

was possible, only one phone was changed in the second word in order to 

insure that when a mistake was made, it was made in the phone being 

tested. For example, the first pronunciation of~ was [pa], while 

the second pronunciation was [ph~] . The student was required to circle 

on his answer sheet the word oui if the word he heard had a correct 

French pronunciation and ~ if it did not. This test was felt to be 

a fairly accurate determination of the student's discriminatory ability 

since he heard the words in isolation and had to decide if what he heard 

was right or wrong simply on the basis of his prior learning. 

PART 1--Test A-2 

It was thought that hearing two similar pronunciations together 

would aid the listener in determining which of the two was correct. 

This portion of the test was given to discover just how much more 

easily the student could discriminate between incorrect and correct 
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phones when they were given together. Consequently, in this test the 

twenty items were given in pairs--one of the two words being pronounced 

correctly and the other having an English phone substituted for one of 

the French ones. Thus, the student heard for item one the words [ p~] 

and [ pha ]. He was asked to circle the number 1 on his answer sheet if 

the first pronunciation he heard was acceptable French or number 2 

if it was the second pronunciation which was acceptable. 

PART I--Test B-1 

Realizing that a student is more likely to notice incorrect 

phones in a familiar word because he has so often heard it pronounced 

correctly, it was decided to give the same type of test to the student 

again. In this test, however, the student heard nonsense syllables 

rather than French words. Unaspirated versus aspirated£, for 

instance, was tested in the nonsense syllables [po] 3 and [pho]. The 

student was to mark oui on his answer sheet if the nonsense syllable 

he heard sounded completely French and non if it did not. The types 

of phones tested in this part were slightly different from the ones 

tested in Part A. The distinction between nasalized vowels and nasal-

ized vowels plus n; [sj] and [Sj ] ; [~] and [nj]; and non-nasalized 

vowels followed by ~ versus nasalized vowels followed by n were 

omitted. The first contrast was felt to be well enough established 

by Test A, and the last is phonemically permissible. The reason for 

3Although this actually is a French word, none of the students 
were familiar with it. 
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the elimination of [ sj] versus [SjJ and [~] versus [nj ] is that the 

latter of each pair does occur in French words (e.g.) chien) donnions). 

Consequently) no determination of correct or incorrect pronunciation 

could be made with these sounds. 

Part B did include three distinctions not included in Part A. 

These were released versus unreleased final voiceless stops [ p) t) k] . 

PART I--Test B-2 

Like Test AJ Test B was divided into two parts. The second part 

consisted of the same nonsense syllables heard in number 1) but they 

were paired in this test to again determine how much better the student 

could distinguish between correct and incorrect phones when they were 

heard in immediate succession. In this portion of the test he was 

instructed to circle the number 1 on his answer sheet if the first of 

the two nonsense syllables sounded French. He was to circle the 

number 2 if it was the second of the two which sounded French. 

PART I--Test C 

This test was given to discover how well the student could 

discriminate between two very similar French phonemes. The student 

heard a total of ten minimal pairs ) such as~ and bas. One member 

of each pair was pronounced (e.g.) ~) followed) after an interval 

of several words ) by the other member of the pair (e.g. ) bas). The 

student was then asked to circle which word of the minimal pair 

printed on his answer sheet had been pronounced. To prevent the 
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student from automatically marking the other member of the minimal 

pair when he heard the second member of the pair pronounced, he was 

told that the same item in the pair might be pronounced twice. In 

reality, this was done with only one pair--lui and Louis. The former 

was pronounced twice. Due to the difficulty of finding minimal pairs 

for all the phonemes being tested, it was unavoidable that some words 

were unfamiliar to the student. Consequently, six unfamiliar words 

(jeune, bac, crier, creer, pate, patte) appeared on this portion of 

the test. Although these words were unfamiliar to the student, the 

phoneme/grapheme correspondence tested was not. And in two of the 

pairs (jeune, jeune and bac, bague) one of the items was well-known 

to the student. Thus, he could reasonably be expected to know when 

the word with which he was familiar was being pronounced and when it 

was not. 

PART II 

Part II was divided into four portions which tested the student's 

ability to make certain phonetic and phonemic distinctions in French. 

Since the student was required on all portions of this section to 

pronounce printed material, phoneme/grapheme correspondence was 

involved at least indirectly on each test. However, it was not 

specifically tested until Part C. 
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PART II --Test A 

This was a test of the student's ability to differentiate between 

two similar sounding French phonemes. He was given two sentences in 

each test item. The sentences were minimal pairs differing by only 

one phoneme. The differing phonemes were found in the final word of 

each sentence, and it was the difference in pronunciation of these tvv 

words that was tested. For instance, in the last item the two sentences 

were Ils vont, and Il vend. The student, to answer correctly, had to 

pronounce /~ / in the first word and Ia / in the second. Since this 

portion of the test required reading, it was essential that the words 

be familiar to the student in order to fairly judge his pronunciation. 

Consequently, not as many items were tested as on Test C of Part I, 

due to the students' understandably limited vocabulary. In addition, 

only certain phonemes tend to be confused with one another (e.g., /e/ 

and / E/) and these were the types of phonemes tested. 

PART II- -Test B 

This was a test of the student's ability to pronounce correctly 

those French phones which are similar, though not identical, to 

English phones. Therefore, in this test the students' pronunciation 

had to be phonetically correct. The student read a series of nineteen 

sentences, each of which contained one phone (such as [i]) which often 

has a similar phone or series of phones (such as [ij]) substituted 

for it. A student was marked correct if he pronounced the French 

phone. The sentences were short and consisted almost entirely of 
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very familiar words. For instance, the phrase Mais si was used to 

determine whether the student substituted the English [ ij] for the 

French [i]. 

PART II--Test C 

Part C was given solely as a test of phoneme/grapheme corres

pondence. The student was instructed to pronounce a series of 

nonsense syllables which contained certain letters or combinations 

of letters which he had to pronounce, using as a guide what he already 

knew about phoneme/grapheme correspondence in familiar words. All 

unambiguous combinations of letters producing a given sound were 

used whenever these letters or combinations of letters differed 

from English phoneme/grapheme correspondences. Politzer's Teaching 

French served as a guide for the correspondences chosen; however, 

rare and irregular correspondences were omitted. The student was 

not required to produce an exact phonetic equivalent of the grapheme, 

but rather he had to be within the proper phoneme. For instance, he 

might pronounce [?i] in pronouncing immade. This was considered a 

correct response because it is unambiguously recognizable as a member 

of the phoneme /i/. But if he were to pronounce [~j] his answer 

would be marked wrong since this is not a possible realization of the 

phoneme /i/. 
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PART II--Test D 

Test D was short and not very extensive in what it treated. It 

was an overview of syllabification in which it was hoped that some 

determination could be made of the students' ability to use French 

syllabification rather than English when pronouncing certain given 

words. The words chosen contained phonemes which are clearly ambi

syllabic (i.e., split between the preceding and following vowel) in 

English, such as /p/ or /b/. The French words chosen were very 

similar to English ones in order to be able to more clearly determine 

whether the word was syllabified in an English or a French manner. 

PROCEDURE 

The tests were given on two separate occasions, the oral prod

uction being the first given. Students identified themselves only 

by number on their answer sheets and on the tape recordings they made. 

This was done so that the students might feel some anonymity during 

the testing and thus be less nervous. The purpose of the tests was 

clearly explained to the students and in cases where some students 

appeared unsure of what to do, examples were given. It is believed 

that knowing the exact purpose of the tests made the students more 

conscientious and cooperative than they would have been if they had 

simply been required to take the tests without explanation. A total 

of sixty-five students in grades nine through twelve took both parts 

of the test. Students varied in ability from very slow to advanced. 

All but a few of the students attended Palm Beach Gardens High School, 

Palm Beach Gardens, Florida. In all cases the method by which they 

had been taught first-year French was through the audio-lingual method 
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using either Ecouter et Parler or A-LM French, Level I. All tests 

were given in the language laboratory at Palm Beach Gardens High 

School. 

Grading of Part II, oral production, was done by the author, 

but in order to check on the accuracy of the grading, spot checks 

were made by two native speakers. In most cases, the writer's 

judgment and that of the native speakers was in accord. However, 

there were times when the native speakers did not agree with one an-

other as to the accuracy of a phone or phoneme. Since the author 

had such familiarity with what was being tested and exactly what 

type of response was being sought, it was decided to accept her 

judgment in these cases. 

Yet there are certain areas which must remain suspect as far as 

accuracy of grading is concerned. These are the cases in which both 

native speakers did not agree with the author. It was found in 

Part II, Test B, for example, that the author tended to mark as 

incorrect the students' pronunciation of si which she interpreted 

as [sij]. The native speakers normally interpreted it as [si]. 

Perhaps this is explained by the fact that when Clark tested French 

native speakers'acceptance of the attempts of English students to 

pronounce French /i/, the rejection figure was very low. 4 Likewise, 

faux was often interpreted by the author as [fo], whereas the native 

speakers interpreted it as [fow]. 

4John Clark, Empirical Studies Related to the Teaching of French 
Pronunciation to American Students. (Cambridge, 1967). 
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In addition, on Test C of Part II, the author was normally 

unwilling to accept the students' pronunciation of eti as phonemically 

correct, since the letter ~ seemed to be pronounced more like / E/ 

than /e/. However, the native speakers considered it acceptable. 

Since the native speakers could not check every test, the 

author's judgment was used in the three cases mentioned above. 

Following is a list of those phonetic symbols used herein which 

may need clarification for the reader: 

R French uvular r 

r English .E. 

p=, t=,k.= unreleased final voiceless stops 

p, t, k initially, unaspirated voiceless 

stops; finally, unaspirated, 

released stops with a "syllabic 

embryo"5 caused by the reopening 

of the vocal tract after closing 

for the final consonant 

aspirated initial voiceless stops 

1 fronted, clear l 

less fronted, dark 1 

pre-glottalized vowel 

5Pierre Delattre, Comparing the Phonetic Features of English, 
French, German and Spanish: An Interim Report. (Heidelberg, 1965), 
p. 113. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RESULTS--PART I 

Test A-1 

The grading of Test A-1 was based on the student's ability to 

make phonetic distinctions between French phones and anglicized 

phones. If he was unable to recognize that the word he heard 

pronounced contained an anglicized phone and indicated that the 

pronunciation was correct (by circling oui) his answer was marked 

wrong. Likewise, if he indicated (by circling non) that a French 

pronunciation was incorrect, he was also marked wrong. Table 1 

lists the order of difficulty of the phones involved, based on the 

percentage of students failing to identify them correctly. The 

difference between aspirated and unaspirated initial [ t ] caused the 

greatest problem, with approximately 90% of the students failing to 

identify [th] as incorrect and 80% considering [t] incorrect. It is 

interesting to note that of the fifteen phones most often missed, 

two-thirds were anglicized phones which the students incorrectly 

identified as correct French. This would indicate that the students 

still consider a similar phone from their native language as an 

acceptable substitute for certain French phones. 

Among those phones least often missed, it was found that both 

initial and final [ r] were nearly unanimously rejected. Initial [ R] 

was identified in the majority of cases as being correct, as was 

final [ R] --although the latter had a lower percentage of correct 
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responses. 

Other anglicized phones which were correctly identified as 

such by the great majority of students were [kh], [uw] (for [u]), 

[SjJ (for [ sj]), [r], [re], [ij], and [ow]. It would appear that 

these phones are fairly well mastered by the students and thus need 

little extra attention. However, such is not necessarily the case. 

Although [ow] and [ ij] were considered unacceptable by the majority 

of students , so were [o] and [i] . This occurred in reverse with 

other pairs. For example, although nearly 65% of the students 

recognized [a] as the correct phone before [n], an even greater 

percentage (nearly 74%) accepted [Z] as correct. Therefore, to 

consider that a pair of phones was correctly identified as to 

correctness and incorrectness of each member, it was necessary that 

both fall in the lower 50% of the list in order of difficulty. The 

only phones, then, that could be considered fairly well mastered 

aurally by the students at this point were [sj/Sj ], [a/re], [~/e r], 

[R/r] (final), [R/r] (initial), and [k/kh]. 

Using the same reasoning , the students found it hardest to 

identify the correct member of the pairs [t/th], [e/ej] and [E /? E] . 

In all other cases , the students accepted or rejected one of each 

pair so indiscriminately that it was concluded that they did not 

really contrast the two phones. As stated above, although a student 

may, for instance, have identified /~/ as correct 99% of the time, 

the fact that he also identified /w/ as correct 78% of the time 

indicates that he would accept either phone as correct. This was 
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most noticeable in the pairs [u/uw]) [1/l]J [a/a8
]) [a/a ]) [p/ph]J 

[ i/ij]) [~/nj ] ) [o/ow] and [y/uw]. On the basis of this particular 

test it seems that the last mentioned pairs) along with [t/th]J [e/ej] 

and [ E/ ?£ ] (where students normally identified the wrong phone as 

correct and vice-versa) are the most troublesome and thus need 

attention. 
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PART I - TEST A-1 

1.) Directions: I f the word you hear has a correct French pronunc ia-

tion, circle the word oui . If not, circle the word non. 

1. pas [ p ~] p/ph pas [ pha] 

tout [ thu] t/th tout [ tu] 

qui [ khi] k/kh qui [ki] 

A 

[ Re v] R/r reve [ r ev] reve 

5. part [ pa: R] R/r 25. part [ pa: r ] 

airne [ <' ern] & /'l e airne [ern] 

no us [ nu] u/uw nous [ nuw] 

rnes [ me] e/ej rnes [ rnej ] 

sot [ so] o/ow sot [ sow] 

10. il [ il] ±/1 30. il [ il] 

peu [ p~] M e r peu [ pe r ] 

lit [ lij ] i/ij lit [ li ] 

quinze [k~z] r. / ~n quinze [ k r.nz] 

tu [ ty J y/uw tu [ tuw] 

15. 18. [ la] a/a8 35. Ht [ la8] 

annonce [ an:S' :s] a/a annonce [Q:'n:S' : s ] 

salle [saJ l] a/re salle [sal] 

oignon [ oJl:S'] J1 /nj oignon [ onj :S'] 

huit [ tii t] 11/w huit [ wit] 

20. monsieur [ rneS j ~] sj IS j 40. monsieur [ rn8 sj~] 
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TABLE 1 

Test A-1 

FRENCH WORD PRONOUNCED CORRECTLY CONTRASTED WITH 
ONE CONTAINING AN ANGLICIZED PHONE 

ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF PHONES GIVEN IN WORDS IN UNPAIRED SEQUENCE 

PHONE 
PERCENTAGE OF 

INCORRECT RESPONSES 

th ............................... 89 
uw (u/uw) ........................ 86 
t (t/th) ......................... 80 
± ••••.•.••••••...••.....•.••••••. 79 
w •••••••••••••••••.•..•••.••••••. 79 
a8 ............................... 77 
Q._ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 74 
t n ............................... 71 
ph .........................•..... 68 
i ....... . ........................ 66 
ej ............................... 62 
nj ............................... 55 
0 ••••••••••.••••••••••••••••••••• 55 
e ................................ 54 
€ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 53 
7 E ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 46 
y ............•.......••.......... 38 
a (a/Z) .......................... 35 
p (p/ph) ......................... 25 
kh ............................... 25 
R (final) ........................ 25 
1/J •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 25 
u ....•........................... 18 
Jl. ............................... 17 
R (initial) ...................... 15 
uw (y /uw) •.•..................... 14 
$j ............... ~ ............... l2 
k (k/kh) ...............•......... ll 
r (initial) ...................... 11 
r (final) ........................ 9 
8 r ...................•........•.. 9 
re . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8 
a (a/re ) ...................•...... 6 
a (a/a8 ) ......................... 6 
sj ......................... ; ..... 5 
ij ............................... 3 
1 ................................ 3 
l{ •••••••.•.•••••••••.•••••••••.•• 2 
ow ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 
~ ...•............................ 0 
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Test A-2 

This test was given to determine if the student could more 

easily distinguish between the anglicized and French phones when 

the two were heard one after another in a paired sequence. A 

student's response was marked incorrect if he identified as correct 

a French word with an anglicized phone substituted for a French one. 

Results are tabulated in Table 2. 

Those phones presenting the most difficulty in isolation-

[t/th], [e/ej] and [ € /?~]--were also the most difficult for the 

students when given paired. The students appeared to be unable to 

aurally discriminate between the members of these pairs, since even 

contrasting them in immediate sequence was not sufficient to help 

them distinguish one from the other. 

Those phones which appeared to be best distinguished by the 

students when given in isolation ([sj/3j], [a/m], [¢/e r], [R/r] 

(final) , [R/r] (initial) and [k/kh]) were, with one exception ([k/kh]), 

also those which the students identified most easily paired. The 

order of difficulty varied slightly from that of the first test, but 

the difference in percentages on which they were assigned this 

order is so slight that this change may be considered insignificant. 

Oddly, the pair [k/kh] which was fairly well identified by the 

students in isolation was sixth in order of difficulty when paired. 

This may be due to a variation in pronunciation on the part of the 

speaker or simply to guessing on the part of the students on Test A-1. 

Those pairs of phones which the student accepted randomly as 

both right and wrong, indicating that he could not distinguish well 
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between the anglicized and French, became easier for the student to 

discriminate when they were paired. For example, the pairs [a /a8], 

[o /ow], [y /uw] and [1/l] were missed by only a small percentage of 

the students when these sounds were paired (11%, 8%, 6% and 5%, 

respectively), while on Test A-1 the percentage of students missing 

them was much higher. The other phones which tended to confuse the 

students were brought into clearer focus by pairing , even though the 

percentage of students missing them was fairly high in comparison 

with previously mentioned phones. These were [p/ph]-35%, [a / ~] -32%, 

[i /i j]-25%, [u/uw] -18% and [~/nj]-14%. 

In general, once the similar phones were paired , identification 

did become easier for the student as evidenced by the fact that the 

percentage of errors dropped significantly. In Test A-1 the percent

ages of error included 15 items missed by more than 50% of the students. 

On Test A-2 only one pair of items was missed by more than 50% of the 

students. This leads one to conclude that a student's mastery of a 

phone is not complete until he can correctly identify it in isolation-

knowing which member of a pair it is only indicates that the students 

are beginning to contrast English and French pronunciation. 
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PART I - TEST A-2 

2.) If the first of the two words you hear is acceptable French, 

circle the number one. If it is the second of the two words 

which has acceptable pronunciation, circle the number two. 

FIRST TIME SECOND TIME 

1. pas [ Ptl-] [ pha] 

tout [ thu] [ tu] 

qui [khi] [ki] 

A 

[Rev] [rev] reve 

5. part [ pa:R] [ pa: r] 

aime [?em] [Em] 

nous [nu] [nuw] 

roes [me] [mej] 

sot [so] [sow] 

10. il [H] [ il] 

peu [ p~] [ p8 r] 

lit [ lij] [ li] 

quinze [k~z] [ k~nz] 

tu [ ty J [ tuw] 

15. 18. [ la] [ la8] 

annonce [an6':s] [ ttn6': s J 

salle [ SCEl] [sal] 

oignon [ 0JD] [::mjo] 

huit [ -qi t] [wit] 

20. monsieur [m8~j~] [m8 sj~] 
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TABLE 2 

Test A-2 

FRENCH WORD PRONOUNCED CORRECTLY CONTRASTED WITH 
ONE CONTAINING AN ANGLICIZED PHONE 

ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF PHONES GIVEN IN WORDS IN PAIRED SEQUENCE 

PHONE 
PERCENTAGE OF 

I NCORRECT RESPONSES 

tlth ..................... • ..... ... 77 

El 1 e: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 49 

elej .............................. 40 

pi ph ... • •..•... • ..•..•............ 35 

alii. . .................... . ......... 32 

klkh .......................•...... 31 

ujw ............................... 28 

ilij .............................. 25 

uluw .............................. 18 

Jllnj .............................. 14 

l l l n .............................. 14 

ala8 .............................. 11 

ol ow ••••••••.••••.••..••.•••.•..•. 8 

yluw .............................. 6 

ll ±. . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . • . 5 

iJie r .............................. 5 

Rlr (final) ....................... 3 

Rlr (initial) ..................... 2 

alee .... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2 

sjiSj ............•.........•...... 2 
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Test B-1 

Since the words used on Tests A-1 and A-2 were generally familiar 

to the students, it was thought that this was perhaps a clue to the 

student as to correctness or incorrectness ofpronunciation. Consequent

ly, as mentioned previously, Test B was given, testing primarily the 

same phones as Test A but using nonsense syllables as the environment 

for the phones. 

In Test B-1 the student's response was marked incorrect if he 

signified (by circling oui) that a nonsense syllable containing an 

anglicized phone sounded completely French. He was also marked 

incorrect if he indicated (by circling non) that a syllable contain

ing only French phones did not sound French. The results (Table 3) 

indicated that the following pairs of phones were hardest for the 

student to distinguish: [e/ej], [k/k=], [t/t=], [a/m], [i/ij] and 

[k/kh]. Of these, two pairs--[a/m] and [k/kh]--were among the most 

easily distinguished on Test A-1. It appears likely, then, that the 

fact that they appeared in familiar words on that test was influential 

in their being so easily discriminated. The pair [e/ej] was missed 

by a high percentage of students on both tests; therefore, environment 

seemed to play little part in the students' inability to identify 

these phones since they were unable to distinguish one from the other 

no matter what the environment. The pairs [k/k=] and [t/t=] were not 

tested on Test A, but they seemed to indicate, by the high proportion 

of students missing them, that for the students released and unreleased 

final voiceless stops were hardly distinguishable from one another. 
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The students fared best in discriminating between the pairs 

[ p/ph], [ o/ow], [ R/r] (initial) and [~/e r]. Two of these pairs may 

be considered fairly well mastered by the students since they were 

also easily discriminated in Test A-1. These are [ ~/e r] and [ R/r] 

(initial). Interestingly enough, two discriminations the students 

seemed unable to make on Test A-1 (usually, both members of the pairs 

were considered incorrect or both were considered correct)--[ pfph] 

and [ o/ow] --were in the lower 50% of those phonemes missed on Test 

B-1. In the case of [ p/ph] , the following vowel on Test A was [a], 

but on Test B it was [ o] . This may have affected the students' 

ability to differentiate between the two, although it does not seem 

particu larly likely . With [ o/ow] , however , these phones were final 

on both tests , so this should have given neither test an advantage. 

Yet Test Bused [ o/ow] as the final phone in a two sy llable word, 

whereas Test A used a single syllable word. But it seems unlikely 

that this affected the students' responses. It may be that the 

speaker's pronunciation varied somewhat on this portion of the test. 

Pairs of phones which the students seemed totally unable to 

differentiate because in the majority of cases they accepted both as 

correct or both as incorrect were [ i/?i], [ t/th] , [ 1/l], [ y/uw], 

[ a/ae], [ u/uw], [ R/r] ( final) and [ p/p=]. On Test A, four of these 

pairs ([ u/uw], [ 1/l], [ a/a8] and [ y/uw]) presented the same difficulty . 

The pre- glotta lized vowel contrasted with the non-glottalized vowel 

([€ /?e] was used on Test A) was among the hardest to identify 

correctly , as was [ t/th]. Familiar environment apparently played a 

part in the disc rimination between [R] and [r] (final). On Test A 
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the students had very little difficulty with the pair , but on Test 

B-1 , 40% considered [ R] (final) incorrect on one item, but when the 

same item was pronounced with [-r], 95% of the students knew this 

pronunciation was wrong. Therefore , about 40% of the students 

were not able to distinguish between the two. The same was true of 

the pair [ p/p=] --60% of the students correctly identified [ p=] as 

being wrong , yet 33% considered [ p] incorrect. 
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PART I - TEST B-1 

1.) Directions: If the nonsense syllable you hear sounds completely 

French, circle oui. If not, circle non. 

1. [til] t/th [ thil] 

[ ip] i/ "'i 20. [ '<'ip] 

[ ive] e/ej [ivej] 

[ pho] p/ph [ po] 

5. [ khaf] k/kh [kaf] 

[Rr;; s] R/r [re s] 

[ dar] R/r 25. [daR] 

[ emo] o/ow [ emow] 

[ obu] u/uw [ obuw] 

10. [ga8J a/a8 [ga] 

[lit] tit= [lit=] 

[ tak] k/k= 30. [ tak=] 

[ €p= J p/p= [ e: p] 

[ g¢] ¢/8 r [ g8 r] 

15. [ sli] i/ij [ s lij J 

[ pRuw] y/uw [pRy] 

[maf] a l ee 35. [ rrref] 

[gil] l./1 [gil.] 
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TABLE 3 

Test B-1 

NONSENSE SYLLABLE PRONOUNCED WITH FRENCH PHONES CONTRASTED WITH 
SAME NONSENSE SYLLABLE PRONOUNCED WITH ONE ANGLICIZED PHONE 

ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF PHONES GIVEN IN NONSENSE 
SYLLABLES IN ISOLATED SEQUENCE 

PHONE 
PERCENTAGE OF 

INCORRECT RESPONSES 

ej ...........................•..... 79 
k (k/k=) .......................•... 72 
i (i/'Zi) ........................... 66 
th ................................. 66 
t= •....••.•••...•.••....•...•..•.•• 66 
± .•...•..••......•••........••..••. 66 
uw (y/uw) .................•.•.•.... 60 
a8 .•......•.•..•..................• 56 
a (a/re ) ....•...•...•............... 56 
k= .....••••.•..•.....•...•......•.. 56 
i (i/ij) ........................... 48 
uw ..•.........•..•.•...•.•....••.•. 45 
k (k/kh) .....................•..... 42 
R (final) .......................... 42 
p= •...•.....•...................... 40 
re ......•.....................••.... 40 
e .................................. 38 
t (t/t=) ........................... 38 
ij ................................. 38 
kh .........•......••.......••...... 35 
p (p/ph) ......•....•.•....•.•••.... 34 
a .................................. 34 
p (p/p=) ....................•...... 34 
ph .•.....••......•.....••.••...•... 32 
7 i ................................. 31 
ow ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 31 
u ...............•.........•...•.... 31 
0 •••••••••••.•••••••.•.••••••••••.• 25 
R (initial) ........................ 20 
1 .................................. 18 
r (initial) ........................ 15 
t .........•..•.•.......•....•...... 11 
t/J •• •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 
er ................................. 8 
r (final) .......................... 5 
Y· •.••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••• 3 
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Test B-2 

Test B-2, like Test A-2, attempted to ascertain the effects of 

pairing on the students' discriminatory perception. Students were 

marked correct every time they correctly identified which of each 

pair of nonsense syllables sounded French. As in Test B-1, [t/t=], 

[k/k=], [e/ej] and [k/kh] were among the pairs most frequently missed. 

Only one of these pairs--[e/ej]--was a significant problem in Test 

A-2 ([t/t=] and [k/k=] were not tested). An interesting situation 

presented itself with [k/kh], however. Although the students had 

little trouble discriminating between the two members on Test A-1 

(in isolation), this pair gave them a great deal of difficulty in 

A-2 (in paired sequence). And it definitely was a problem for them 

in nonsense syllables--whether paired or unpaired. The reason for 

this is not clear--it might be assumed that students were guessing 

on Test A-1 and by chance happened to respond correctly in the majority 

of cases. 

Two pairs--[a/re] and [i/ij]--were shown to be more easily identi-

fied when presented in paired contrast (17% and 22% incorrect responses, 

respectively) as opposed to being presented in isolation (56% and 40% 

incorrect responses for the first pair and 48% and 38% incorrect 

responses for the second pair). Pimsleur has already noted the 

tendency for paired contrasts to be more easily identified than 

contrasts which are unpaired. 6 

6Paul Pimsleur, L. Mace and E. Keislar, Preliminary Discrimina
tion Training in the Teaching of French Pronunciation (Los Angeles, 
1961). 
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In Test B-1 those phones which were easiest for the students to 

distinguish were [p/ph], [ o/ow], [R-/r-] and [ ~/e r]. Test B-2 shared 

all but [o/ow] in this category. The latter--possibly because of 

inattention, or else because of fatigue at the length of testing-

was missed by about 33% of the students, a higher percentage than 

missed it on Test B-1 (in random sequence). 

Of the six phones missed least often in the paired sequences on 

Test A, four were also easily distinguished on Part B-2--[~/e r], 

[ -R/-r], [R-/r-] and [a/re]. The pair [p/ph] which was a problem on 

both A-1 and B-1 was clearly more easily distinguished on the paired 

portion of both tests. 

Those phones particularly confusing for the students on Test 

B-1 ([i/?i], [t/th], [1 /±], [y /uw] , [a/a8], [u/uw], [ -R/-r] and 

[p/p=]) were, in the majority of cases , correctly identified when 

they appeared in paired sequences. There were, however, exceptions. 

Even when paired, [p /p=] was correctly identified by only 28% of the 

students. The pairs [a/a8], [u /uw] and [y /uw] also presented 

difficulty for the students even in paired sequences, but the percent

age of students identifying them correctly did increase , leading to 

the conclusion that pairing of the phones did lead to their easier 

recognition. 

It should be noted that in general the recognition scores were 

higher for the students when the phones were given in words. Paired 

[a/a8] and [o/ow], both of which were missed nearly one-third of the 

time by students when these phones were given in nonsense syllables 

were missed only 11% and 8% respectively when given in familiar environ

ments. 
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PART I - TEST B-2 

2.) Directions: If the first of the two nonsense s y llables you h e a r 

sounds French ) Circle the number one. I f it is the s econd sy llab l e 

which s ounds French ) circle the number two. 

1. [ til] [ thil] 

[ ip] [ ?ip] 

[ i v e] [ ivej ] 

[ pho] [ po] 

5. [ kh a f] [ kaf] 

[ Re s] [ r £ s ] 

[ dar] [ daR] 

[ emo] [ emow] 

[ obu] [ obuw] 

10. [ga8] [ ga ] 

[ lit] [ li t=] 

[ tak] [ tak=] 

[ £p= J [ c: p] 

[ g~] [ge r ] 

15 . [ sli] [ slij ] 

[ pRuw] [ pRy] 

[ maf] [ m:ef] 

[gil] [gil] 
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TABLE 4 

Test B-2 

NONSENSE SYLLABLE PRONOUNCED WITH FRENCH PHONES CONTRASTED WITH 
SAME NONSENSE SYLLABLE PRONOUNCED WITH ONE ANGLICIZED PHONE 

ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF PHONES GIVEN IN NONSENSE 
SYLLABLES IN PAIRED SEQUENCE 

PHONE 
PERCENTAGE OF 

INCORRECT RESPONSES 

t/t::= ............................. 92 

k/k= ............................. 74 

p/p= ............................. 72 

a/a8 ............................. 55 

o/ow •..••.....•.....•............ 34 

e/ej ............................. 32 

u/uw ............................. 29 

y/uw ............................. 29 

k/kh ............................. 28 

t/th ......................... • ... 23 

i/ij ............................. 22 

a/re .............................. 17 

i/li ...... . ...................... 15 

p/ph ............................. 15 

1/± .............................. 11 

R/r (initial) .................... 3 

R/r (final) ...................... 2 

r/;/er ....••....................... 2 
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Test C 

Rather than testing similar English and French phones) Test C 

tested the students' ability to discriminate between two similar 

French phonemes. Results are given in Table 5. The student was 

marked incorrect every time he failed to correctly identify which 

word o f the minimal pair he saw before him was being pronounced. 

Stude nts had the least trouble identifying the pairs I p/bJ k/gJ 

~/reR J t/d and ~/re I in the context of minimal pairs. This was 

somewhat unex pected in the case of the voiceless versus voiced 

stops ) since this contrast in English is more dependent on aspiration 

versus lack of aspiration than on voicing versus lack of voicing as 

it is in French. Two pairs often thought to be troublesome for the 

student s to master--/ ~/reR and ~/re /--gave the students few 

problems in listening discrimination. 

Those distinctions most difficult for the student to make were 

/ e /e ) i/e) a/~ and 4 /w/. The last mentioned is a good example of 

the type of mistake made by the students. Both times the student 

heard the word /l4i/; yet ) on the first occasion 54% of the students 

identified what they heard as the word lui) whereas the second time 

only 41% identified it as lui. There is the possibility that some 

students just chose the other member of the pair the second timeJ in 

spit e of having been told that some pairs would have the same member 

pronounced twice. 

The phonemes / €/ and /e/ could be expected to produce confusion ) 

as could /a/ and/~/. The former pair caused trouble for the student 
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in an open syllable since English does not have /E/ in an open 

syllable) and the students seemed to identify it as /e/) its 

nearest equivalent. And on this portion of the test the students 

did err by identifying /E/ as /e/) rather than the opposite) in the 

majority of cases. Confusion between /a/ and /~/ was expected since 

there is no similar contrast in English. Furthermore) many French-

men no longer make this contrast themselves. Delattre states that) 

"On constate un rapprochement phonetique des deux 'A' dans le fran<;;ais 

cultive."7 Thus) it is not thought to be a significant problem for 

the American student. 

It was expected that since /e/ is high and tense in French the 

students might possibly mistake it for /i/. This did occur 66% of 

the time. It was not) however) expected that they would mistake /i/ 

for /e/ with such frequency (40% of the time). Since the phonemes 

/ij/ and /ej/ are used to contrast minimal pairs in English (e.g.J 

see) say) the students could have been expected to do better on this 

contrast. 

Finally) the contrast I y/u I was of somewhat middle difficulty 

for the students. About 50% of them identified /u/ as /y/ but only 

about 33% identified /y/ as /u/. 

7Pierre Delattre) "La question des deux 'A' en fran<;;ais)" 
Studies in French and Comparative Phonetics (The Hague) 1966). 
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PART I - TEST C 

Directions: Circle the word you hear. You may hear the same word 

more than once. 

1. [ l qi] lui/Louis q /w 

[ se] sais/ses e /e 

[3 ~n] jeune/jeune ¢/re 

[ p~] peu/peur ¢/reR 

s. [ pc<] pas/bas p/b 

[ krie] crier/creer i/e 

[ pa.t] pate/patte a/a.. 

[ tu] tu/tout y /u 

[de] tes/des t/d 

10. [ bak] bac/bague k/g 

[ p;BR] peu/peur ¢/reR 

[btL] pas/bas p/b 

[ s E] sais/ses c. /e 

[ l qi] lui/Louis q /w 

15. [ ty J tu/tout y/u 

[3 ren] jeune/jeune ¢/re 

[ pat] pate/patte a/a. 

[ te] tes/des t/d 

[bag] bac/bague k/g 

20 . [ kree] crier/creer i/e 



TABLE 5 

Test C 

IDENTIFICATION OF MINIMAL PAIRS THROUGH DISCRIMINATION 
OF SIMILAR FRENCH PHONEMES 

ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF SIMILAR FRENCH PHONEMES 
IN MINIMAL PAIRS GIVEN IN ISOLATION 

PHONEME 
MISSED 

PHONEME 
PAIR 

PERCENTAGE OF 
INCORRECT RESPONSES 

E: •••••••••••• e: /e .•....•.............. 69 

e ............ i/e ...................•. 66 

a ........ . ... a/a_ . .............•....•. 60 

q ...•........ q/1•1 •.•......•....•...... 59 

a. •.•••••••••. a/ct ..................... 51 

e ............ e/ e ..................... 49 

u ............ y/u ..................... 49 

q ............ q /w ..................... 46 

i ............ i/ e ..................... 40 

y ............ y/u ..................... 29 

¢> •••••••••••• ¢;/m •.•..••••••.•.•.•.... 23 

p ........•... p/b •.................... 20 

6 ............ 6 I mR •...••.•..•...•••.•. 15 

m ....•..•.••. r/J/m .•.•..•....••••••.•.. 14 

k ..•......... k/g ..............•.•.... 6 

t ............ t/d ..................... 3 

d ••.......... t/d ..................... 2 

mR ........•.. 6 / mR. • . • . . . • • . . . • • • • • . • • 2 

g ..........•. k/g ......••............• 2 

b ..........•. p/b .......••..•••.....•. 0 
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RESULTS--PART II 

Test A 

Test A was a test of the student's ability to discriminate 

orally between similar French phonemes which) by experience) are 

known to often be confused by students. The student's task was to 

pronounce seven pairs of French sentences. The sentences were minimal 

pairs differing by only one phoneme in the final word. For each 

incorrectly pronounced phoneme in the minimal pair) the student's 

response was marked wrong. Since this was a test of the student's 

ability to differentiate between two similar phonemes) a portion of 

the data is presented in two tables) 6a and 6b. Table 6a shows the 

order of frequency that both members of the pair were pronounced 

correctly) 6b) both members pronounced incorrectly. 

Since the number of students pronouncing both items correctly 

had no direct correlation with those pronouncing both incorrectly 

(many of the students pronounced only one member of each pair 

correctly)) it is difficult to compare both tables. However ) one can 

see from Table 6a that the easiest phonemic contrast for the students 

to make seemed to be /sj/ and /Sj/. Yet this contrast could be made 

by only 45% of the students. In addition) 18% of the students could 

pronounce neither member of the pair correctly ) much less distinguish 

between them. The pair /u ) y/ had the second highest incidence of both 

members correct and also the lowest incidence of both members incorrect 

(34% and 5% respectively)--the other 61% were divided between those who 

pronounced only one of the two correctly--so it would seem that this 
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contrast was also one of the easiest for the students. 

Two pairs which were quite easily discriminated aurally on 

Part I, Test C--/~/re/, and /~/reR/--did not fare as well in oral 

production. On Part II, Test A, 14% of the students were able to 

distinguish the members of the first pair (in jeune and jeune)J 

while only 9% could distinguish the members of the second pair (in 

peu and peur). 

Again, as on Test C, one of the most difficult pairs for the 

students to discriminate was /e,£/ in an open syllable. Only 11% 

of the students were able to make the distinction, while 32% were 

unable to pronounce either item correctly. The problem lay not so 

much in the individual phonemes, but rather in the students being 

able to pronounce both correctly. That is , 57% of the students were 

able to pronounce one item of the pair correctly, usually /e/. 

Table 6c shows the most difficult of the pairs of phonemes when 

the student could pronounce only one of the two phonemes correctly. 

That is,for instance , when the student missed only one of the pair 

/~ , a/, 98% of the time the phoneme he missed was / a /. On the basis 

of this table it can be seen that to improve the student's ability 

to differentiate the minimal pairs given on this test, he must first 

master the phonemes Ia, y, ~' ¢, £, re and Sj/. 

Table 6d shows the overall difficulty of phoneme production. 

Two phonemes (/~/ and / €/) which ranked high in order of difficulty 

on Part I, Test C were also two of the most difficult phonemes for 

the student to produce orally. There were 85% errors with / ~/ and 

77% errors with / E/. The phoneme /u/ which was correctly identified 
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as such only 51% of the time on Test C of Part I fared much better 

in oral production, being pronounced correctly 94% of the time. The 

phoneme /e/ presented nearly as much difficulty in oral production 

(45% error) as it did in aural discrimination (49% error). However, 

it can be seen that the phonemes /y, re, ~ and reR/ were much more 

easily discriminated than produced. On Test C of Part I the per

centages of error for these phonemes were 29%, 14%, 23% and 2%, 

respectively, while on Part II, Test A, the percentages were 65%, 

59%, 55% and 38%. Obviously, the student found it much easier to 

discriminate between two phonemes aurally than to correctly produce 

these phonemes. 
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PART II - TEST A 

Directions: Pronounce each French sentence at normal speed. 

1. u/y Le mot est ~ touti> . Le mot est ~ t\0 . 

2. 6/re C'est le jeune. C'est le jeune. 

3. u,Jw C'est lui. C'est Louis. 

4. e/ E Il l'a donne. Il la donnait. ---

5. ¢/reR J'en ai peu. J'en ai peur. 

6. sj IS j C'est le sien. C'est le chien. 

7. 5/ 'if. Ils vont. Il vend. 
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TEST A 

CONTRAST BETWEEN MEMBERS OF FRENCH MINIMAL PAIR 

TABLE 6a 

BOTH MEMBERS OF PHONEMIC PAIR PRONOUNCED CORRECTLY 

PERCENTAGES INDICATE NUMBER OF CORRECT RESPONSES 

PHONEME PAIR PERCENTAGE 

sj/Sj ...................... 45 

u/y ........................ 34 

'J /'0.._ •••••••••••••••••••••••• 15 

r/>/re .•.••.•••••••••.••••.••• 14 

u../w ••••••••••••.••.•••••••. 12 

e/ € •••••••••••••••••••••••• 11 

r/>/reR. • . • • • • • . • . . • . • • • • . . • . • 9 

TABLE 6b 

BOTH MEMBERS OF PHONEMIC PAIR PRONOUNCED INCORRECTLY 

PERCENTAGES INDICATE NUMBER OF INCORRECT RESPONSES 

PHONEME PAIR PERCENTAGE 

e/ e: •••••••••••••••••••••••• 32 

r/>/reR •••••.•.•••••.•••••••.. 2 9 

r/>/re •.••••.•.••..••••.•••••• 28 

sj/Sj .................•.... 18 

uJw .•••.•••.•••••••••.•••.• 14 

o /a... . . . . . • . . • . . . . • • . • . . . . . . 9 

u/y ....•.... • .............. 5 
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TABLE 6c 

ORDER OF DIFFICULTY WITHIN EACH PHONEMIC PAIR 
PERCENTAGES INDICATE NUMBER OF INCORRECT RESPONSES 

PHONEME PERCENTAGE PHONEME PERCENTAGE 

u ................ 3 ••••.•••••••• y ........••••.••. 97 

¢ .... . ........... 47 ..•••....... ce ................ 53 

4 · ... . ........... 96 ......•..••. w •••••••••••••••• . 4 

e .......... • ..... 22 •••••••••• • • e: •••••••••••••••• 78 

¢ ................ 8 5 •........... ceR ............... 15 

sj ............... 54 ..........•. sj ............... 46 

5 •••••••••.•.•••• 2 ••• • ••••••••• 2(. •••••••••••••••• 98 

TABLE 6d 

ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF INDIVIDUAL PHONEMES 
PERCENTAGES INDICATE NUMBER OF INCORRECT RESPONSES 

PHONEME PERCENTAGE PHONEME PERCENTAGE 

L[ ••••••••••••••• 85 w •••••••••••••• 17 

a: ............... 83 5 .............. 11 

¢ (¢/ceR ......... 82 u .....•.••••... 6 

€ ••••••••••••••• 77 

y .••.......•.... 65 

ce ............... 59 

¢ (¢/ce) ......... 55 

e ..•..... • ...•.. 45 

ceR ...... . . . .. . .. 38 

sj .............. 38 

8j ............ . . 35 
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Test B 

This portion of Part I, like Part I, Test A-1, was a test of the 

students' ability to differentiate between anglicized and French phones. 

However, this time the student was asked to pronounce a French sentence. 

If in the one word under scrutiny in the sentence he used the correct 

French phone, he was marked correct. If he used an anglicized phone 

or substituted another phone, his response was marked incorrect. The 

results are given in Table 7. 

Although on Test A the students were able to phonemically pronounce 

/u/, Test B showed that 98% of the students were pronouncing the English 

phone [uw]. Equal in difficulty was the phone[~], for which the stu

dents substituted a variety of phones, possibly indicating some diffi

culty with phoneme/grapheme correspondence. Since the word they were 

asked to pronounce was mode , the phone [ow] was most often substituted, 

not [8] as was expected. Consequently, it can be assumed that the 

students were not trying to pronounce this French word as English mud 

as it was thought that they might. The phone[~] presented the same 

type of problems. Rather than pronouncing [nj] most of the time, the 

students normally mispronounced the word oignon so badly that it was 

evident that phoneme/grapheme correspondence was giving them problems. 

Although the word is not found in their text, all the students had 

been exposed to it, and it was thought that they should be able to 

pronounce the phone with something approaching accuracy. Since they 

could not, the validity of this item is open to question and should 

probably be discounted as to its accuracy in determining the students' 

pronunciation difficulties. 
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Aspiration of initial voiceless stops was a problem for most 

students. The incidence of error--[t] 91%, [p] 85% and [ k] 80%-

reinforces the results of Part I, Test A, in which aural discrimina

tion between aspirated and unaspirated stops produced a high incidence 

of error. As on Test A, students made the least amount of errors with 

[k]--20% pronounced it without aspiration and 75% recognized on Test A 

that [ kh] was incorrect. 

In most cases, the students added glides to final vowels, thus 

pronouncing them more like their English counterparts than as separate 

French phones. This was done in the majority of cases, with the 

incidence of error at 74% at its lowest ([e]) and 98% at its highest 

([ u] ). 

It was expected that the students would probably substitute 

[uw] for [y] in most instances, but it was still discouraging to see 

that this prediction was realized 82% of the time. Admittedly, this 

phone has a low incidence of frequency in French, but it is found in 

at least one word of very high frequency--tu. Thus, its importance 

should not be underrated. 

Final [R] did not present a major problem for the students (65% 

of the responses were correct), but students had a great deal more 

difficulty correctly pronouncing initial [R], which was pronounced 

correctly only 28% of the time. 

Students normally pronounced /±/ rather than /1/ in balle 

(75% of the time). This is probably due to the lack of /-1/ in 

English. Also , the great similarity between English ball and French 
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balle may cause confusion. Yet this is often the type of word in which 

it is most important to distinguish between English and French pronun

ciation. A student's pronunciation will never be more than mediocre 

if he habitually uses English pronunciation of words which are similar 

in English and French. 

The difference between released and unreleased final voiceless 

stops was not as serious a problem to most of the students as were 

some other phones. In general) the percentage of students not releas

ing final voiceless stops was in the neighborhood of 50%) indicating 

that although half of the students had not mastered this distinction) 

nearly 50% had. 

In only 17% of the cases was [~J substituted for [a]. This 

appears to be a problem fairly well overcome by the beginning of 

second year French. 

Finally) the phone 131 in initial position was mispronounced by 

only 3% of the students) indicating that first year French usually 

establishes this phone rather well in the student's repertoire. 

Scores on Test B were) in general) quite low--as can be seen 

from Table 7. Evidently ) phonetic problems are still very great at 

this stage of learning) even though phonemic problems are not causing 

much difficulty in many cases. Test B would indicate that much more 

attention needs to be given to the student's pronunciation on the 

phonetic level) for this is where his pronunciation and discrimina

tion faults are at their worst. 
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PART II - TEST B 

Directions: Pronounce each of the following French sentences at 

normal speed. 

1. ij/i see/si Mais si. 

2. uw/u Sue/sous Le chat est au dessous. 

3. re /a Sal/salle C'est la salle. 

4. ej I e lay/les Gardez-les. 

5. r/R for/fort Il est tres fort. 

6. ow/o foe/faux C'est faux. 

7. 8/K mud/mode Elle aime la mode. 

8. uw/y two/tu Ou vas-tu? 

park/pare Allons au pare. 

too/tout C'est tout. 

key/qui Avec qui? 

12. r/R rouge/rouge La robe est rouge. 

13. w/ u.. wheat/huit Il en a huit. 

14. 1/l. ball/balle C'est une balle. 

15. nj/Jl onion/oignon c'est un oignon. 

16. p=/p soup/soupe C'est la soupe. 

17. t=/t root/route Voici la route. 

18. k=/k lock/lac Allons au bord du lac. 

19. d3/3 general/ Generalement) il arrive ~ sept heures. 
generalement 
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TABLE 7 

Test B 

PRONUNCIATION OF FRENCH WORD CONTAINING PHONE SIMILAR TO ENGLISH PHONE 

ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF FRENCH PHONES SIMILAR TO ENGLISH PHONES 

PERCENTAGES INDICATE NUMBER OF INCORRECT RESPONSES 

PHONE PERCENTAGE 

u .....•.•..•••......••• 98 

ll · ..................... 98 

1 ...................... 97 

Jl. ..................... 97 

i ...................... 92 

t ...................... 91 

P· · · · · · · · · .... · ........ 85 

y ....•......•...••..••. 82 

k ...................... so 

o .. . • • .•••...••..•. .• .. 78 

1 ..... .. •.............. 75 

e ........•............. 74 

R (initial) ............ 72 

t (t/t=) ............... ss 

k (k/k=) •...... 0 ••••••• 51 

p (p/p=) •..•..•.....•.. 49 

R (final) ..........•... 35 

a ...................... 17 

3 ...................... 3 
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Test C 

Test C was concerned with determining the student's ability to 

make correct phoneme/grapheme correspondences. The nonsense words he 

was asked to pronounce each contained one phoneme/grapheme correspond

ence on which he was judged. If his pronunciation of the particular 

grapheme fell within the correct phoneme) his answer was marked 

correct; if not) it was marked incorrect. The student was not 

expected to give the exact phonetic equivalent of the grapheme. 

Table 8 gives the order of difficulty of these correspondences. 

As can be seen from the table) two of the correspondences missed 

most often wer e -yn(que) and -ym(p). Obviously) / ~ /was troublesome 

in all seven of the correspondences used to test it. The highest 

percentage of correct responses with this correspondence was only 

35% (with -(i)ens). 

It was not expected that intervocalic ~ would pose such a 

problem to the students. They have been exposed to it in many 

words (cousin) cousine) presenter) amusant) etc.) and it was thought 

that they should be able to make the correspondence fairly easily. 

However) such was not the case since 94% of the students used /s/ 

instead of /z/ as the correspondence. The same was true of -ase. 

It was hoped that students would be able to relate lase to words 

like Therese) Louise) etc.) but 83% of them pronounced it incorrectly. 

The phoneme /p/ was tested in only one correspondence) ~) 

and was proved to be most troublesome (92% errors) in spite of the 

close connection with obtenir) which is most familiar to the students. 
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Either they also pronounce the forms of obtenir incorrectly or else 

they are unable to apply this phoneme/grapheme correspondence to 

other words. 

The correspondence -x(a)- /gz/ was a problem for the majority 

(65%) of the students; yet it, too, should have been easier, since 

the students are familiar with the word examen. 

The phoneme /s/ was tested under five correspondences, -t(ion), 

-~- , ~' see- and ce-. The correspondence missed most often was 

-t(ion) , with 97% of the students misinterpreting the phoneme/grapheme 

correspondence. Most of the errors were due to the students' pron-

ouncing this syllable as /S 8n/, as in English. Those who did not 

use this pronunciation used /tiown/. The other correspondences were 

less problem; the percentages of error were-~-, 31%; -ss-, 9%; 

see-, 29% and for ce-, only 8%. Consequently , although -t(ion) is 

a serious problem, the other phoneme/grapheme correspondences of 

Is/ seem to be fairly well mastered. 

Tested under three correspondences, the graphemic representa-

tions of 131 appear also to be nearly mastered, its incidence of 

error being only as high as 23% and as low as 14%. This may be 

particularly significant in light of the fact that the correspondence 

missed least was ~ which is never pronounced 131 in English, whereas 

-g(e) sometimes is (rouge, loge). 

Other troublesome phoneme/grapheme correspondences were ~' 

-un /re / 94/, error · -o(nn), -o(tt) / o /, 91% and 85% (/o/ was 
---' ' 0 , - - -

almost always substituted); i(l), -i(mm), and -y(le) /i/, 48%, 46% 
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and 48% ([I]8 was normally substituted); and -em, -en , ~' - am Ia/-

54%, 41%, 40% and 31% (normally the vowel was either nasalized or 

denasalized and the following consonant was also pronounced). 

Final unpronounced consonants were tested with~' ~and -s. 

Over 50% of the students pronounced the -t and -n and nearly 50% 

pronounced -s. One would hope that after a year of French the students 

would know that final consonants are seldom pronounced , so the high 

perc entage of errors on these phoneme/grapheme correspondences is 

particularly discouraging. 

The phoneme /o/ appeared to be mastered when it appeared as the 

grapheme - o- in the nonsense word zose , perhaps because of its simi-

larity to the English words rose, hose, etc. However, 8% of the 

students did not pronounce it correctly. Perhaps this can be attri-

buted to carelessness on their part , since in listening to the test 

results it was obvious that many students were not reading well and 

were not attentive enough to the letters that appeared before them. 

The correspondence -os was somewhat more of a problem to the students 

(45% error), while -au had 48% error. The highest percentage of 

error with this phoneme came in the correspondence - eau (66%). 

This was expected to be lower since the students are so well acquainted 

with the words beau and veau. Again, perhaps they simply did not make 

the connection between the words they knew and the nonsense syllable 

they were asked to pronounce. 

8Perhaps [I] is a realization of the phoneme /i/, but since the 
student so often incorrectly substitutes [I] for [ i] in French it is 
considered an undesirable habit and one to be avoided . 
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The phoneme /k/ proved little problem when appearing as ~ or 

~- However , students tended to pronounce~ as /kw/ 63% of the 

time. Even with familiar words (question, quartier), however, 

students have a strong tendency to revert to English pronunciation , 

so thi s problem was anticipated. 

Four instances of phoneme/grapheme correspondence were given 

to t est / €/. Only 6% of the students had any trouble with -e(tte) , 

but errors jumped to 43% for the grapheme -e- (in spite of the 

simila rity of lete to a f amiliar word, bete). It was hoped that at 

this point the students would have learned what the acute and grave 

acc ents signify, but this test seemed to prove otherwise for the 

majority of students. Sixty-five per cent of the students pronounced 

-~-as /e/. (It might be interesting to compare here the students' 

performance with the acute accent. When initial , the ~was pronounced 

/ e/ by 52% of the students. Possibly this was due to an unconscious 

analogy on the part of the studen~with English words like etiquette. 

When e was final , 52% did not pronounce it at all.) An even higher 

incidence of error (80%) was recorded with -ai(tte), which was 

normally pronounced /et/ by most students (probably because of asso

ciation with j 1 ai). 

To return to the problem of /e/ , students fared best with the 

correspondence -ez , due, probably , to the fact that it is the most 

frequent inflectional ending in French. Next in rank was -ai, with 

45% error. It was not at all expected that ~would have such a 

high incidence of error. It was tested twice , and in one case the 
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error was 65%; in the other, 59%. This is quite a common phoneme/ 

grapheme correspondence in first year French, and its incidence of 

error should certainly be lower, closer to that of -ez, perhaps. 

Students were exposed to two graphemes, -ou- and -ou-, correspond

ing to /u/. The former produced 32% error and the latter 23%, both 

fairly low. But one would wonder as to the reason for the difference 

when the two are so similar. Perhaps the circumflex accent was a key 

factor in pronunciation for the students, such as in the words aout 

and coute. 

The phoneme /a/ had a high incidence of error (85%) while /a/ 

was fairly low (25%). This is due to the fact that most students 

make no differentiation between the two. So the students recognizing 

a as indicating the pronunciation /a/ is unlikely. The majority of 

students will pronounce /a/ in any environment and any time the 

letter a appears, accented or not. 

The letters -u(ne) were used to test /y/. The high percentage of 

errors (91%) seemed to indicate not so much the students' not recog

nizing how this phoneme should be pronounced, but rather seemed to 

reinforce what was made evident on Test A--that they normally 

pronounce /uw/ when /y/ is called for. 

Whether -eu(f), -eu(r) or -reu~) was used, students still had 

trouble relating these graphemes to the phoneme /re/. The most sur

prising factor, however, was that -reu(r) should be missed most often 

(78%) when sreur is such a familiar word to the students. The phoneme 

/6/ fared better, since 63% of the pupils realized that -eux called 
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for this pronunciation, but 52% of the students were unable to make 

the correct correspondence with~' pronouncing it as / re /. 

The nonsense syllable tui may have brought to mind the word lui 

for the students, but the phoneme / ~/ was not given for this corres

pondence 69% of the time. It appears, however, that like /y/, /~/ 

often is replaced by another phoneme--in this case, /w/. To the 

students, -ui stands for /wi/ since they have not mastered/~/. This 

explains the errors in pronunciation. However, 85% of the students 

had no trouble at all with -oi /w~~ But when the grapheme -oui- was 

presented, the word oui did not seem to cross their minds in most 

cases, because most often (54%) the pronunciation given was /ui/. 

Both -on and -om were fairly close in incidence of error for 

the students (52% and 46%, respectively). The students normally 

erred by pronouncing the consonant. 

Both -xc- /ks/ and -i(en) /j/ fared rather well--both were missed 

only 29% of the time, indicating that students seem to have grasped 

these correspondences rather well. This is especially important in 

the case of -i(en) since words like bien, sien, etc. are often 

pronounced with the ending /i gn/ by many students. 

This test points out rather well those areas where students seem 

unable to make correspondences. In some cases their errors were due 

to carelessness; in others, perhaps the emphasis of the audio-lingual 

method on the spoken, rather than the written, word may be considered 

the cause of the students' problems. Yet, unless these correspondences 

are learned, the reading of unfamiliar material will always pose 

serious pronunciation problems for the student. 
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PART II - TEST C 

Directions: Pronounce the following syllables as though they were French. 

/p/ 1. obtal /5 / 24. gon 1¢1 47. set 

/k/ 2. cade Ia! 25. tan /k/ 48. quippe 

/gz/ 3. exabe /e / 26. reti Is/ 49. la<sa 

Is/ 4. cere /a/ 27. fanner 131 so. targeons 

I Sl 5. chappe 1¢1 28. tin /i/ 51. inunade 

131 6. jos /ks/ 29. ixcebe /e/ 52. vi be 

/z/ 7. lase /k/ 30. linq / E/ 53. aitte 

/s/ 8. scele Is/ 31. lesse /o/ 54. sau 

I j I 9. fien 13 I 32. gerelle /eel 55. seuf 

/w/ 10. touine /z/ 33. fa sine I ~ / 56. lain 

/ uj 11. tui /w/ 34. voi Ia. I 57. fense 

/i/ 12. ilade /i/ 35. ryle 1¢1 58. bes 

/e/ 13. eti /e/ 36. pallez Is/ 59. pent ion 

/e I 14. edene / e I 37. lete /e/ 60. bai 

I tZ / 15. am a /';:; I 38. gonne / e/ 61. sette 

hi 16. lotte /o/ 39. mos /o/ 62. zose 

/o/ 17. de au /u/ 40. soute / ~ I 63. raim 

/u/ 18. oube !M 41. neu I~ / 64. membe 

/y/ 19. sune /eel 42. teur /e/ 65. zener 

/r/>1 20. leux Ire! 43. lumble /~I 66. diens 

/ee l 21. bceur /'0 44. impatte /e/ 67. esser 

/re i 22. crun /5 I 45. sompre / ~ I 68. lynque 

I ~ / 23. in que Ia. I 46 lambre ! ~ I 69. symphasse 
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TABLE 8 

Test C 

PHONEME/GRAPHEME CORRESPONDENCE IN NONSENSE SYLLABLES 
ORDER OF DIFFICULTY OF PHONEME/GRAPHEME CORRESPONDENCES 

PERCENTAGES INDICATE NUMBER OF INCORRECT RESPONSES 

PHONEME GRAPHEME PERCENTAGE 

s ............... -t(ion) .............. 97 

f ............... -yn(que) ............. 97 

t ............... -ym(p) •......•••..•.. 97 

~ ............... -aim ................. 95 

tr •.•...•.•••..•• -in .................. 94 

z ••••••••••••.•. -asi- ................ 94 

ce •.•..•••••••••• -um .........•........ 94 

p •••••.••....•.. -b(t) ................ 92 

y ............... -u(ne) ............... 91 

;:, ............... -o(nn)- .......•...... 91 

t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . im ( p) - . • . . • . . • • . • . • • • 8 9 

;:, ............... -o(tt)- .............. 85 

a ............... -a(nn)- .............. 85 

z ••••••••••••••• -(a)s(e) ............. 83 

~- ............ . . -un .................. 83 

(i ............... -em .................. 83 

e: ••••••••••••••• -ai(tte) .•••......... 80 

ce . . . • . • . • • • • • . . . - ceu ( r) • • • • • • • • • • • • . • . 7 8 

~ ............... -t ................... 78 

i ............... i(1)- ................ 74 
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TABLE 8 

(continued) 

GRAPHEME PERCENTAGE 

t ...... ........... -ain .................. 74 

i ................. -y(le) ................ 74 

i ................. i (rom)- •.•..•••••.••..• 71 

q ................. -u(i) ................. 69 

o ................. -eau .....••........... 66 

g z ................ -x(a)- ......•......... 65 

E ••••••••••••••••• -~- ••••••••• • ••••••••• 65 

t' .............•... - ( i) ens ............... 65 

e ................. -er ................... 65 

a: ... .............. -en ................... 63 

k .•.....•......... qu- ••...•..•.......... 63 

(j_ ••••••••••••••••• -an ................... 62 

ce ••.••••.••..•.•.. - eu ( r) .••••••••....... 60 

e ........•........ -er ................... 59 

(/) ................ . -n .................... 57 

ce .•.••••• • ••.•..•• -ce (f) ................. 57 

w ••••••••••••••••• -ou(i) ................ 54 

8 ....•••...•••...• (r)e(ti) .............. 54 

e ............ . .... -e .................... 52 

r/> ••••••••••••••••• -eu ................... 52 

e ............ • .... e- .................... 52 

f'J ••••••••••••••••• -om ••••••••••••••••••• 52 
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TABLE 8 

(continued) 

PHONEME GRAPHEME PERCENTAGE 

(/J ••••••••••••••••••• -s ..................... 49 

o ................... -au ......... . .......... 48 

(f_ ••••••••••••••••• • • -am ••.•..•....••.•••••. 48 

5 . . ... ... . ...•...... -on .................... 46 

o ................... -o(s) .................. 45 

e ................... -ai .................... 45 

e: ••••••••••••••••••• -e- .................. . . 43 

r/J ••••••••••••••••••• -eux ................... 37 

u .•.•...••.••••.....• ou- ................•. o 32 

s ................... -c;;- .•.•.•.•....•....... 31 

s ............... . ... sc- .................... 29 

j .... . .............. -i(e)- ................. 29 

ks ....•............. -xc- ................... 29 

a._ ••••••••••••••••••• a- ..................... 2s 

k ....•••.•••.....•.. -q ..................... 25 

3 · · · · · · · ............ -ge-................... 23 

3 · · · · · · · · · · · · ....... g(e)- . .. ............... 23 

u .....•.•.•.•....... -ou- ................... 23 

k ..••.•.••.•.•...... c(a)- ................. . 23 

e ................... -ez •................... 18 

w ••••••••••••••••••• -oi .................... 15 

3 ........... . ....... j- ..................... 14 
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TABLE 8 

(continued) 

GRAPHEME PERCENTAGE 

o .......•........ -o- ............•...... 12 

s ................ -ss- .................. 9 

s ................ c(e)- ................. 8 

£ •••••••••••••••• -e(tte) ............•.. 6 

s ................ ch- ..•............. o •• 3 
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Test D 

This test seems to indicate one thing very definitely (see 

Table 9)--in almost every case, English syllabification was substi

tuted for French. Words similar to English were particularly chosen 

to see if the student would differentiate between the two languages 

in this area. It is evident from the high percentage of errors that 

he did not. Obviously, this is an area that needs work--even though 

one would expect that the audio-lingual emphasis on speaking would 

bring about correct syllabification habits just because correct 

syllabification was heard so often. Unfortunately, unless this is 

repeatedly pointed out and stressed to the students it cannot 

reasonably be expected that this area will be completely mastered 

through listening alone. 
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PART II - TEST D 

Directions: Pronounce the following French words at normal speed. 

1. /m/ tami 

2. /p/ opposition 

3. /1/ sa lade 

4. / g/ cigarette 

s. / f / difficile 
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TABLE 9 

CORRECT SYLLABIFICATION OF FRENCH WORDS 

CONSONANTS MOST LIKELY TO ASSUME ENGLISH SYLLABIFICATION 

PERCENTAGES INDICATE NUMBER OF INCORRECT RESPONSES 

CONSONANT PERCENTAGE 

f .....................• 97 

P· · · · · · · · .. · · · · ........ 95 

g .••.•••...•.••••.••... 91 

m •••••••••••••••••••••• 78 

1 ...................... 78 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Summary 

Several conclusions can be drawn from the results of the tests. 

First of all , upon comparing the results of Tests A and B of Part I, 

it is evident that students were more successful in distinguishing 

French phones from anglicized versions of these same phones when both 

were presented in familiar words. The students 1 scores dropped 

noticeably when the environment for the phones was nonsense syllables. 

This indicates that a student cannot be thought to have mastered a 

phone until he can correctly identify it in unfamiliar material. 

Second, pairing the correct pronunciation with the anglicized 

one made identification much easier for the students. On Part I , 

Test A-1 , fifteen phones were missed by more than 50% of the students; 

these same phones when paired showed only one pair of phones missed 

by more than 50% of the students (Tables 1 and 2). Although the 

figures are not as impressive for Part I, Tests B-1 and B-2 (both 

of which used nonsense syllables) , they are still significant. Ten 

phones were missed by over half the students on the unpaired portion 

(Table 3), while only four pairs were missed by more than 50% of the 

students on the paired section of the test. In addition, the highest 

percentage of error below 50% on the paired section was only 34% 

(Table 4). It would appear that the teacher would do well to intro

duce comparisons of English and French phones to students in pairs 
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first of all, since the contrasts seem to be more apparent to them 

with this presentation. Then, when the students have mastered these 

fairly well, the phones should be presented separately in various 

exercises. In this way, the teacher could build his students' 

discriminatory ability. 

Third, in general, when a student must pronounce a French phone 

which is similar to an English one he will choose the English one. 

This is particularly true of the following phonemes (in the order 

given): 

PHONE PRONUNCIATION ---
u uw 
L{ w 
A> ow 
J1 nj 
i ~~ t-
p- ph 

y uw 
k- kh 
0 ow 
1 ± 
e ej 
R- r-
-t -t= 
-k -k= 
-p -p= 

It might be noted here that /-R/, It</ and /.J/ presented virtually 

no pronunciation problem to the vast majority of students. 

Fourth, those phoneme pairs which the students had most difficulty 

distinguishing--both in listening and speaking--were the following: 

-e/- e -- the difficulty here seems to stern from the fact 
that English has no /£/ in final position 

a/~ since /a/ does not exist in their dialect of 
English, the students almost always pronounce 
/ a/, a familiar English phoneme 
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~/w -- the former doesn't exist in English, and students 
tend to pronounce the latter for both phonemes 

~Ire -- students have difficulty with both of these sounds; 
often they can pronounce one or the other and will 
use that phoneme no matter which of the two is 
indicated. 

Delattre, in his summary of new vowel sounds to be learned by an 

English speaker, includes the pairs/¢, re / and /a, ~/. In his summary 

of new consonant sounds, he includes /~/.9 Thus, it can be expected 

that these phonemes might tend to be difficult for the students. 

Fifth, French syllabification, where different from English, 

seems to have been mastered by almost none of the students tested. 

English syllabification was used by the overwhelming majority of 

students in every instance tested. This would indicate that they 

are not being made sufficiently aware of the difference between 

English and French syllabification. Listening to spoken French 

apparently does not impress upon them the difference in syllabifica-

tion. It would seem that systematic exercises are necessary to 

reinforce correct French syllabification. 

Sixth, the most difficult phones for the students--both in 

listening comprehension and oral production appear to be the 

following: 

1. 

2. ej 

the majority of students identified this 
sound as correct French; in pronunciation, 
they substituted it for French [t] 

students identified this as acceptable 
French and pronounced it instead of [e] 

9Pierre Delattre, Comparing the Phonetic Features of English, 
French, German and Spanish: An Interim Report (Heidelberg, 1965). 
(Delattre mentioned in addition the new vowel sounds /y, r , re , ~ 
and ~ / as well as the consonants/~/ and /R/.) 



3. ?v 

4. C= 

5. uw 

6. ± 

8. a 

9. i 

10. k-

11. -R 
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pronunciation of a glottal stop before initial 
vowels was extremely common; in addition) 
students tended to identify this pronunciation 
as being acceptable when they heard it 

there was a tendency on the part of most 
students not to release final [p) t) k] in 
oral production 

in most cases this sequence of phones was 
pronounced instead of [y] and [u]; it was 
also identified as being acceptable French 
on the listening comprehension portion of 
the test 

this was substituted for [1] in final position 
by the majority of students; they did not find 
this phone unacceptable when they heard it 
pronounced in place of [1] 

79% of the students considered this phone 
acceptable French 

this phone) in contrast with [re]) presented 
almost no problem in familiar words; however) 
it became a significant problem when found in 
nonsense syllables--56% of the students con
sidered it incorrect in nonsense syllables 

in most cases) [ij] was substituted for [i] 
in oral production; it was also accepted as 
correct by most students on the listening 
comprehension portion of the tests 

the tendency to pronounce [k] as [kh] and to 
identify the latter as acceptable French was 
noted in the majority of students 

this phone in final position was considered 
incorrect by 42% of the students on the 
listening comprehension portion of the test 

Obviously) these phones need to be stressed more by the audio-lingual 

teacher. It is thought that pairing of them with similar English 

phones to point out the differences between the two) followed by 

various pronunciation and discrimination exercises (unpaired) would 
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be valuable to the student. It would be a great help to the teacher 

if such exercises could be provided by the authors of the textbooks. 

Finally , the majority of students were found to be very weak in 

phoneme/grapheme correspondence. It is felt that notenough emphasis 

is placed on this area by the audio-lingual method and tha t the 

t eacher must introduce exercises to fill this gap in learning. 

Following are those correspondences, in order of difficulty, which 

gave the students the most trouble: 

1. -yn(que) r 
-ym(p)-
-aim 
-in 
-im(p)-
-a in 
-(i)iens 

2. -t(ion) s 

3. -s- z 
-se 

4. -b(t)- p 

5. -u(ne) y 

6. -o(nne) ;) 

-o(tt)-

7. a(nn)- a 

8. -urn re 
-un 

in all its correspondences this 
phoneme was the most troublesome 
to the students; the lowest perc ent
age of errors with this phoneme/ 
grapheme correspondence was 65% 
(-(i)ens)--the highest was 97% 
(-yn(que)) 

this phoneme/grapheme correspondence 
was missed by 97% of the students, 
who either pronounced it as /tiown/ 
or /S en/ 

these phoneme/grapheme correspondences 
were missed by 94% and 83% of the 
students, respectively 

92% of the students pronounced this 
grapheme as /b/ 

91% of the students missed this 
correspondence 

the first of these two phoneme/ 
grapheme correspondences was missed 
91% of the time; the second was 
missed 85% of the time 

the tendency for 85% of the students 
was to nasalize this grapheme 

the incidence of error with the grapheme 
-urn was 94% and with the grapheme 
-un, 83% 



9. i(l)
-y(le) 
i (mm)-

10. - t 
-n 
-s 

11. -u(i) 

12. -eau 

i 

0 

13. -x(a)- gz 

14. - ceu(r) ce 
-eu(r) 
- ce (f) 

15. ai(tte) € 

-e-

16. e- e 
-e 
-er 

17. -en (!... 

-an 

18. qu- k 
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this phoneme was troublesome to the 
students in all three phoneme/grapheme 
correspondences tested; the lowest 
percentage of errors was 71% 

final consonants were pronounced by 
at least half of the students in all 
three correspondences tested 

this was a significant problem for 
69% of the students; but the problem 
does not seem to be so much one of 
phoneme/grapheme correspondence as 
of the students not having mastered 
this sound 

only as the grapheme -eau was this 
phoneme a significant problem (66% 
error) 

this correspondence was difficult for 
65% of the students 

this phoneme was troublesome for 
students in all three of these 
correspondences 

in the majority of cases) students 
could not make the correct phoneme/ 
grapheme correspondence with either 
of these graphemes 

the accent aigu appears not to be 
mastered since the majority missed 
the correspondence in both initial 
and final position of ~; the phoneme/ 
grapheme correspondence with -er was 
also a problem for many students in 
spite of the infinitive ending of 
first conjugation verbs) with which 
they should be quite familiar 

these correspondences were missed by 
63% and 62% of the students) respect
ively 

63% of the students were unable to 
make this correspondence) normally 
pronouncing /kw/ 



19. -ou(i) w 

20. r(e)ti 

21. -eu 
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this correspondence was missed by 
54% of the students , even though 
oui is one of the most familiar 
words to them 

in most of the 54% of errors 
students substituted /S/ for /8 / 

most of the 52% of the students 
missing this correspondence sub
stituted a sound within the phoneme 
/ee l 

From the above generalizations it is hoped that the teacher will 

be able to anticipate some of these problems in his own students. A 

solution will involve more than just exercises on problem areas; it 

is anticipated that much drill will be needed to prevent and eradi-

cate the difficulties of the first year student. But it is hoped 

that an awareness of just what these problems are will be of value 

to the teacher in eliminating some of these difficulties. In addition, 

perhaps writers of French texts will take these tests into considera-

tion when preparing their texts. The ranked results incorporated into 

the teacher's manual and into the students exercises would, it is 

hoped, facilitate significantly the teacher's task of improving his 

students' pronunciation. 
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APPENDIX 

STUDENT ANSWER SHEETS) PART I 

Test A 

1.) Directions: If the word you hear has a correct French pronun-
ciationJ circle the word oui. If not) circle the 
word non. 

1. oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

5. oui non 10. oui non 15. oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

20. oui non 25. oui non 30. oui non 

oui non oui non 

oui non oui non 

oui non oui non 

oui non oui non 

35. oui non 40. oui non 
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Test A 

2.) Directions: If the first of the two words you hear is acceptable 
French, circle the number one. If it is the second 
of the two words which has-acceptable pronunciation, 
circle the number two. 

1. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

5. 1 2 10. 1 2 15. 1 2 20.1 2 
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Test B 

1.) Directions: If the nonsense syllable you hear sounds completely 
French) circle oui. If not) circle non. --

1. oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

5. oui non 10. oui non 15. oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

oui non oui non oui non 

20. oui non 25. oui non 30. oui non 

oui non oui non 

oui non 

oui non 

oui non 

35. oui non 
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Test B 

2.) Directions: If the first of the two nonsense syllables you hear 
sounds French; circle the number one. If it is the 
second syllable which sounds French; circle the number 
two. 

1. 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

1 2 1 2 1 2 

5. 1 2 10. 1 2 15. 1 2 
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Test C 

Directions: Circle the word you hear. You may hear the same word more 
than once. 

1. lui Louis crier creer 

sais ses pate patte 

jeune jeune tu tout 

peu peur tes des 

5. pas bas 10. bac bague 

peu peur jeune jeune 

pas bas pate patte 

sais ses tes des 

lui Louis bac bague 

15. tu tout 20. crier creer 
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STUDENT ANSWER SHEETS, PART II 

Test A 

Directions: Pronounce each French sentence at normal speed. 

1. Le mot est <{ tout)>. 

Le mot est <{ tiD>. 

2. C'est le "" jeune. 

C'est le jeune. 

3. C'est lui. 

C'est Louis. 

4. Il l'a donne. 

Il la donnait. 

5. J'en ai peu. 

J'en ai peur. 

6. C'est le sien. 

c'est le chien. 

7. Ils vont. 

Il vend. 
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Test B 

Directions: Pronounce each of the following French sentences at 
normal speed. 

1. Mais si. 

2. Le chat est au dessous. 

3. C'est la salle. 

4. Gardez-les. 

5. Il est tres fort. 

6. C'est faux . 

7. Elle aime la mode. 

8. Oil vas-tu? 

9. Allons au pare. 

10. C'est tout. 

11. Avec qui? 

12. La robe est rouge. 

13. Il en a huit. 

14. C'est une balle. 

15. C'est un oignon. 

16. c'est la soupe. 

17. Voici la route. 

18. Allons au bord du lac. 

19. Generalement) il arrive a sept heures. 
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Test C 

Directions: Pronounce the following syllables as though they were French. 

1. obtal 24. gon 47. set 

2. cade 25. tan 48. quippe 

3. exabe 26. reti 49. laesa 

4. cere 27. fanner so. targeons 

5. chappe 28. tin 51. immade 

6. jos 29. ixcebe 52. vi be 

7. lase 30. linq 53. aitte 

8. scele 31. lesse 54. sau 

9. fien 32. gerelle 55. seur 

10. touine 33. fa sine 56. lain 

11. tui 34. voi 57. fense 

12. ilade 35. ryle 58. bes 

13. eti 36. pallez 59. pent ion 

14. edene 37. lete 60. bai 

15. " 38. 61. sette am a go nne 

16. lotte 39. mos 62. zose 

17. de au 40. saute 63. raim 

18. oube 41. neu 64. membe 

19. sune 42. teur 65. zener 

20. leux 43. lumble 66. diens 

21. lx:eur 44. impatte 67. esser 

22. crun 45. sompre 68. lynque 

23. inque 46. lambre 69. symphasse 
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Test D 

Directions: Pronounce the following French words at normal speed. 

1. tami 

2. opposition 

3. sa lade 

4. cigarette 

5. difficile 
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GRADING SHEE~S-- PART II 

Test A 

1. tout /u/ tu /y/ 

2. j eune I I>/ jeune Ire / 

3. lui / u.J Louis /w/ 

4. donne /e/ donnait / £/ 

5. peu /¢/ peur / reR/ 

6. sien /sj/ chien / Sj / 

7. vont /5 I vend Ia / 
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Test B 

1. iy/i see/si 

2. uw/u Sue/sous 

3. re / a Sal/ salle 

4. ey/e lay/les 

5. r/R for/fort 

6. ow/o foe/faux 

7. 8/K mud/mode 

8. uw/y two/tu 

9. ph/p park/pare 

10. th/t too/tout 

11. kh/k key/qui 

12. r/R rouge/rouge 

13. w/ u.. wheat/huit 

14. 1/± ball/balle 

15. nj /Jl onion/oignon 

16. fF/p soup/soupe 

17. t=/t root/route 

18. k=/k lock/lac 

19. dj/3 general/generalement 
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Test C 

1. /p/ obtal 24. /o I gon 47. /0/ set 

2 . /k/ cade 25. IJ: I tan 48. /k/ quippe 

3. /g/ exabe 26. /8/ reti 49. Is/ laesa 

4. /sf cere 27. /a/ fanner so. 131 targeons 

5. IS I chappe 28. /0/ tin 51. /i/ immade 

6. 131 jos 29. /ks/ ixcebe 52. /e/ vi be 

7. /z/ lase 30. /k/ linq 53. / £I aitte 

8. Is/ scele 31. Is/ lesse 54. /of sau 

9. I j I fien 32. 131 gerelle 55. /re f seuf 

10. /w/ touine 33. /z/ fasine 56. /!/ lain 

11. j uj tui 34. /w/ voi 57. Ia) fense 

12. /i/ ilade 35. /i/ ryle 58. /0/ bes 

13. /e/ eti 36. /e/ pallez 59. Is/ pent ion 

14. / e I edene 37. / e/ lete 60. /e/ bai 

15. I a./ ... 38. fr:; I 61. / e I sette a rna go nne 

16. fr:; I lotte 39. /of mos 52. /of zose 

17. /of de au 40. lui soute 63. IF:/ raim 

18. /u/ oube 41. /r/J/ neu 64. Ia) membe 

19. /y/ sune 42. /re f teur 65. /e/ zener 

20. lt/JI leux 43. /re f lumble 66. /?:/ diens 

21. Ire / breur 44. I ~ / impatte 67. /e/ esser 

22. Ire / crun 45. /o I sompre 68. Jr / lynque 

23. Nl inque 46. 121. I lambre 69. / ?: / symphasse 
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Test D 

1. /m/ Tommy/tami 

2. /p/ opposition/opposition 

3. /1/ salad/salade 

4. /g/ cigarette/cigarette 

5. /£/ difficult/difficile 
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